ZeroVM: Secure Distributed Processing for Big Data Analytics
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Abstract—A key challenge for any large-scale computation today, whether in “big data” or in handling large-scale web services, has to do with the management of data. In the big data context, the arbitrary separation of storage and computation increases latency and decreases performance. ZeroVM is a lightweight container-based virtualization platform that provides deterministic process execution and isolation. The philosophy behind ZeroVM is to virtualize applications then move the application to the data. This provides the ability to transform or process data in situ, rather than moving data to where the application is located. With the ability to move and execute application next to data, ZeroVM changes the conventional wisdom on infrastructure centric computing models and enables even more data centric computing models to be used for Big-Data Analytics. The ZeroVM distributed processing framework proposed in this paper presents new opportunities for processing, storing and using data, particularly in big data analytics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of structured and unstructured data-volumes presents a challenge to organizations tasked with management and storage of data. Efficient processing of huge structured and unstructured data sets in the cloud using commodity servers has become a new paradigm for computation [1, 2, 17]. This creates opportunities to process data either at acquisition time, such as with mobile devices, or at rest where it is stored offline. A key challenge for any large-scale computation today, whether in “big data” or in handling large-scale web services, has to do with the management of data [22]. In context of big data, the historic separation of storage and computation has the net effect to increase latency as well as decrease performance. In the services context, the management of backend data (such as in a database) introduces substantial complexity and scaling challenges.

Various technologies have been proposed and are being used to address these issues in different contexts. For example, Hadoop and HDFS are widely used for data processing because it addresses the issue of compute and data locality. Sharding, replication, and many “NoSQL” technologies have been developed to address many of the web service use cases. Nevertheless, the management of data, either as “big data” or in a shared state is a major pain point for widely distributed computation.

ZeroVM [6] is designed as a lightweight container-based virtualization platform. Code execution is through a Software Fault Isolation (SFI) sandbox based on the Google Native Client (NaCl) [5], which has gained substantial recognition for its secure process execution and isolation from the host operating system. The ZeroVM distributed processing framework proposed in this paper presents new opportunities for processing, storing, and using data, particularly in big data analytics. The philosophy behind ZeroVM is to virtualize applications and move them to the data, providing the ability to transform or process data in situ, where it is stored. As ZeroVM changes the conventional wisdom on infrastructure centric computing models by enabling the transition to data centric computing models, one of the most interesting use cases is the convergence of data and compute for Big-Data Analytics.

Although OpenStack Swift [13, 14] facilitates storage and management of almost an unlimited amount of data, the conventional cloud computing paradigm, for the purpose of processing, requires the enormous amount of data to be moved back and forth to the computing host. This exhausts significant CPU cycles and results in serious I/O bottlenecks. ZeroVM is a specially designed process isolation and management technology for the cloud and eliminates unnecessary movement of data by enabling data local computing. This is accomplished by virtue of uniquely designed applications called ZAP (ZeroVM Application Package) which facilitates computation near the data inside Swift storage itself.

OpenStack Swift is a highly deployed open source cloud storage solution. With its vast storage capability, it is used to store any number of large and small objects by way of its RESTful HTTP API. A user can submit a GET request to download a file and a PUT request to upload a file. A fundamental problem in the cloud storage system is that whenever data is required to be processed, it has to be moved to the computing hosts (ex. VM, EC2 instance) before computation and moved back to the original storage afterward which results significant I/O overhead.

ZeroVM [4], a specially built secure process manager for the cloud promises to solve the problem of secure computation. This is an application virtualization technique based on software fault isolation which is able to run...
arbitrary (and potentially malicious) code and still provide a security guarantee.

Unlike existing solutions such as Docker [21], which is also very exciting in its own merit, ZeroVM focuses more on fault isolation, secure computation, and composition of many small processes to solve computing problems.

Apache Hadoop is another data processing/storage framework similar to ZeroVM. It is an open source implementation of Google’s Map/Reduce [18, 10, 12] distributed computation framework on top of the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). HDFS is a distributed file system, inspired by Google’s Google File System (GFS) [19], that stores files, as blocks, across multiple DataNodes (data servers). A central NameNode manages the metadata associated with the files and which of the DataNodes contains the replicas of the data. Client applications (such as Hadoop) perform read operations by first interrogating the NameNode. The NameNode queries its internal database for the location of the request (i.e. determines which DataNodes contain the desired information) then the client creates a direct channel to the nearest DataNode containing the required blocks. Write operations are accomplished by the NameNode choosing the required number of DataNodes, based on the redundancy setting, and then handing this off to the client. The client then creates a channel to the first DataNode and the packets are streamed in a pipeline to the subsequent DataNodes [7]. Hadoop allows compute requests (mapping functions) to be placed on the DataNodes to create a parallel computing architecture, which speeds up access by leveraging concurrency. The benefit of the approach with ZeroVM presented in this paper is that the data can now be processed real-time concurrent, but sequential, as a very large stream of real-time data being stored in object storage (Swift). An example of the use of the proposed computing model is the real-time analysis of a large number of files, such as log files, or for pattern matching for any purpose in general (i.e. security).

This new technology, when integrated with Swift storage, is able to execute arbitrary applications (and potentially unsafe code) inside Swift clusters with the benefit of processing data locally. With its tight security guarantee, ZeroVM insures both the data owner and storage provider from the potential security risks arising from completely untrusted applications through enabling data local in-storage computation. This new paradigm introduces a broad set of opportunities. For example, it is now possible to search data while the data is in storage, look for patterns, or serve a file partially along with other exciting use cases like running query for big data and extracting salient customer patterns or product demands. The integration of these two new technologies also opens up an exciting era for both the cloud storage provider and the cloud customer. The storage provider can offer, in addition to storage, useful data processing applications which may help customers to get better service and even save money which was spent due to the movement of data. With ZeroVM, the customer no longer needs to provision large clusters for the processing of data.

The main contributions of this work are:

- a data-driven computing model derived on moving and executing user defined programs near the data inside of an object storage cloud
- a highly secure lightweight container-based platform through a software fault isolation (SFI) sandbox for packaging user defined programs
- a scheduler for dynamic provisioning of user defined programs inside object storage clouds

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the ZeroVM architecture. Section III discusses ZeroVM’s security and programing development model. Section IV concludes the paper with directions for future work.

II. ARCHITECTURE

In this section we provide a short overview of the ZeroVM architecture in the context of secure, parallel processing of mass data stored in Swift. ZeroVM is a platform in which the following systems are integrated together:

- Swift, a highly available, distributed, eventually consistent object/blob store. Distributed as part of the OpenStack cloud computing system.
- ZeroVM, a Software Fault Isolation (SFI) based process sandbox with memory, computation, I/O monitoring, auditing, and control derived from the Google Native Client (NaCl) sandbox [3, 4]. Each one of these subsystems is described in further detail below.

A. OpenStack Object Storage (Swift)

Swift provides the underlying storage system and computational resources. The Swift architecture includes a proxy server, the “ring,” (a distributed hash table lookup system), one or more storage policies, metadata servers (for account and container information), and object servers (for the objects themselves).

![Figure 1: OpenStack object storage “Swift” architecture](image)

**Proxy Server:** The Swift Proxy Server is responsible for
tying together the rest of the Swift architecture. For each request, it will look up the location of the account, container, or object in the ring (see below) and route the request accordingly. The public API is also exposed through the Proxy Server.

The Ring: A ring represents a mapping between the names of entities stored on disk and their physical location. There are separate rings for accounts, containers, and one object ring per storage policy. When other components need to perform any operation on an object, container, or account, they need to interact with the appropriate ring to determine its location in the cluster.

The Ring maintains this mapping using zones, devices, partitions, and replicas. Each partition in the ring is replicated, by default, 3 times across the cluster, and the locations for a partition are stored in the mapping maintained by the ring. The ring is also responsible for determining which devices are used for handoff in failure scenarios.

Object Servers: The Object Server is a blob storage server that can store, retrieve and delete objects stored on local devices. Objects are stored as binary files on the filesystem with metadata stored in the file’s extended attributes. Various replication and auditing processes are designed to keep the system in a consistent state in the face of temporary error conditions like network outages or drive failures.

B. ZeroVM

ZeroVM consists of three conceptual parts: a secure process sandbox (the “cell”) implemented using software fault isolation, a gateway daemon for creating external connections between a cell and other resources, and a compilation toolchain for creating applications loadable by the SFI cell [4].

ZeroVM cells are typically transient, set up in a virtual cluster for a single computation and then discarded. ZeroVM uses the following primitives: Manifests: A manifest is a statement of the capabilities that are to be provided to a particular cell. If a cell cannot be created that implements the required capabilities, the cell is never created. Manifests also allow particular resources (computational resources, memory, I/O) to be put within predefined limits. Channels: Channels are the key component of the ZeroVM I/O subsystem. On the host system side, channels are backed by the file system using regular files, pipes, character devices, or TCP sockets. On the guest side, each channel is a device file, which can either be used as a character or block device. Channels are the only way for untrusted code running within a ZeroVM cell to communicate with anything outside the cell. Access to and creation of channels must be declared ahead of time in the manifest. System Map: A configuration file passed to the scheduler describing a particular complex computation. A system map describes the connections that need to be made between different data sources and ZeroVM cells in order to accomplish the computing task.

ZeroVM is a middleware package for OpenStack Swift. This provides the capability to run containerized applications directly on object storage servers. It includes the system scheduler and can be used to initiate computations as described in a ZeroVM system map.

III. SECURITY AND PROGRAMING MODEL

ZeroVM’s security is conceptually based on Software Fault Isolation (SFI), while the implementation is derived from the Chromium Native Client (NaCl) project sponsored by Google for use in the Chrome web browser. Software Fault Isolation is based upon the analysis of program machine code in ways that maintain the semantic correctness of the code but otherwise modify the programs so that they behave only in safe ways.

A. Secure Process Virtualization

ZeroVM uses software fault isolation (SFI) to enable the execution of untrusted native code inside a ZeroVM container, giving applications greater access to the performance of the object storage node while avoiding the security problems with current infrastructure for plugins. However, Native Client is not appropriate for modules requiring process creation or unrestricted access to the network. Trusted facilities such as storage should generally be implemented outside of Native Client, encouraging simplicity and robustness of the individual components and enforcing stricter isolation and scrutiny of all components. This design choice echoes microkernel operating system design [16].
While acknowledging the insecurity of the current systems for incorporating native code into containers, we also observe that there is no fundamental reason why native code should be unsafe. In Native Client, we separate the problem of safe native execution from that of extending trust, allowing each to be managed independently. Conceptually, Native Client is organized in two parts: a constrained execution environment for native code to prevent unintended side effects, and a runtime for hosting these native code extensions through which allowable side effects may occur safely [15, 16].

In most security implementations, the environment is responsible for policy enforcement, with the enforcement mechanism being provided through a language runtime, an OS, a kernel, or the hardware. Hardware methods include addressing mechanisms; software methods include having multiple modes where different modes have different levels of access [3]. Software Fault Isolation differs from environmental security approaches by constructing a piece of software that transforms a given program $p$ into a program $p'$, where $p'$ is guaranteed to satisfy a security policy of interest. ZeroVM includes several parts, including a compiler toolchain, a binary verifier, and a loader that takes a compiled and verified binary and executes it within an SFI “cell.” The cell is further modified to disallow any direct access to system calls and instead to redirect those system calls to a security proxy. Only a limited number of calls (currently five) are proxied through to the underlying system, and all other system calls are implemented as part of a lightweight runtime running in untrusted mode within the ZeroVM cell.

Unlike some other sandboxing systems, ZeroVM does not require the use of a specific language. Cells also allow low-level code, including C and assembly. This foundation allows both highly performant and highly convenient code choices depending upon the need.

B. Application Development for ZeroVM

The Native Client (NaCl) system allows developers to write components of their applications in C++ or other languages that compile to object code, to access secure APIs to system services and to execute these components on Swift storage servers without sacrificing the security properties users expect from the object storage. ZeroVM creates a container around a single process, using technology based on NaCl. The programs executed in ZeroVM container must first be cross-compiled to the NaCl platform.

Figure 5 shows the basic workflow in compiling an executable using nacl-gcc toolchain. NaCl modules can thus harness the full power of the object storage servers’ CPUs and other resources, but to do so, a compiled NaCl module must necessarily be tied to a specific Instruction Set Architecture (ISA). While the operating system neutrality of NaCl tends to encourage good practices with respect to ISA portability, the burden of building, testing and deploying a program on all supported hardware platforms lies with the developer.

The second stage of the process as shown in figure 6 moves a ZeroVM container, consisting of an application compiled into a NaCl executable, into a Swift object storage server for execution.

IV. FUTURE WORK

This section presents some of the future work that the ZeroVM team at UTSA is considering; ZeroVM being an open source project implies that new features and changes are decided by the development community at large.

A. Dynamic Scheduling with Resource Discovery

Another aspect of both the security and usability is that the system is designed to take advantage of the existing computational resources available, while responding flexibly to changes in the underlying infrastructure. As a consequence, ZeroVM processes are designed to be largely...
ephemeral, with individual processes being instantiated, evaluated, and then discarded in response to each request. The overhead for each secure process is minimal, with each SFI cell starting in as little as 5 milliseconds. To model complex applications, multiple secure processes are composed into a computational graph that is evaluated in real time relative to the discovered available computational and storage resources. Code is loaded into the graph and executed within the ZeroVM cells based upon a dynamic scheduling algorithm that takes into account data locality and available resources [8, 9, 11]. The programming environment exposed within the cell, however, does not change regardless of the location where it is executing.

B. Portable JIT Services for ZeroVM

As ZeroVM provides isolates processes using Software Fault Isolation (SFI) based on Google’s Native Client [2]. Software Fault Isolation works by taking machine code and ensuring that every potentially dangerous operation in the code is guarded by dynamic checks that ensure that errors do not occur that violate the systems invariants. ZeroVM also plans to support loading portable bytecode programs [5]. What has not yet been done is for either Google Chrome or ZeroVM is supporting the dynamic loading of PNaCl code [3]. This would allow tenants to run performant JIT-based implementations of languages like Java in ZeroVM containers without needing to be concerned with the actual architecture of the servers hosting the ZeroVM containers.

C. Cloud Media Computing for Large Scale Image Search

In this project, we focus on Cloud Media Computing for Large Scale Image Search. Currently, Cloud Computing has become a scalable service consumption and delivery platform. Meanwhile, the explosion of multimedia data brings us new challenges with regards to image/video content analysis and image search. Multimedia content distribution, searching and sharing across heterogeneous devices, such as mobile phones, pose a great motivation to adapt conventional search strategy to cloud media computing platform. We will explore how multimedia data and search strategy will be optimized leveraging ZeroVM architecture, and how media content will be distributed and searched ubiquitously across heterogeneous devices.
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